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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to prohibiting blocking parking spaces for electric vehicles; and to 
provide a penalty 
Minutes:                                                 1,2 

 
Chairman J. Dockter: Opened the hearing on HB 1405. 
 
Rep. Lefor: (Handout #1). Introduced the bill by reading his testimony.  
 
Rep. Johnson: Does the fine have anything to do with the grant? 
 
Rep. Lefor: It has nothing to do with the grant. It’s equivalent to other traffic 
fines for this area.  
 
Rep. Johnson: Would you be amenable to adjustment? I don’t see blocking a 
charging station as onerous as moving violations that are much worse.  
 
Rep. Lefor: I would want to discuss it. The goal is to make it enough of a 
deterrent so people don’t do it.  
 
Rep K. Koppelman: There is nothing in the bill that defines signage or 
identification that is necessary for one of these spots. Should there be 
something in there that talks about visibility or size? People could unknowingly 
do this.   
 
Rep. Lefor: That is a good point. Since this is new to this area and new to this 
country I think there should be some signs. I would be happy to look into this.  
 
Rep K. Koppelman: I don’t know what these stations look like, where they 
would be located. Is this a business that would provide this?  
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Rep. Lefor: In Dickinson it will be at the Prairie Hills Mall, which has a big 
parking lot. Tesla is the one putting this forward and investing in it.  
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Does the driver pay to hook up to?  
 
Rep. Lefor: I’ll defer.  
 
Rep. Magrum: Wouldn’t that be something a private business would enforce? 
They would have their own signs or would these go in front of public buildings 
that we know of?  
 
Rep. Lefor: I need to defer that question.  
 
Rep. Toman:  My concern is with Section 1 subsection 2 with the obstruct 
clause. I don’t own an electric vehicle but am obstructed by parcel delivery 
service in my own driveway and I live next to a business that has angled on-
street parking have been obstructed with that as well.  
 
Rep. Lefor: Are you talking about line 11 and 12? I’m okay with more specific 
language. More specific language and proper signage the intent is still there to 
stop stalls from being blocked.  
 
Rep. Ertelt: Is there anything in statute that you are aware of that it is illegal to 
obstruct an entrance to a fueling station?   
 
Rep. Lefor: No, we don’t believe there is anything in statute for fueling 
stations.  
 
Destiny Wolf: (Handout #2). Tesla will be coming to install a number of super 
chargers across the state. Tesla is making a huge financial commitment to the 
state of North Dakota. We are the last state in the United States to receive 
super chargers. I support this bill as well as proper signage. Typically, when 
the charging stations are installed they are at the far end of the parking lot. 
They are not prime parking spots, people who are parking there are generally 
going out of their way to do so. Charging stations are approximately every 100 
miles, and it takes 45 minutes to charge. So if someone is blocking the 
stations that adds to the time.  
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Rep K. Koppelman: North Dakota is the last state to have these as well as 
you wanting us to be a leader, is the states that have had these not taken 
these steps? 
 
Ms. Wolf: There is only a handful of other states that have legislation. Most 
states have only done Municipalities laws for parking infractions.  
 
Rep. Toman:  I have a question on line 9 and 10, that you cannot be in a 
space unless it is attached for charging purposes. If I go shopping for two 
hours and it only takes 45 minutes. Do you see any problem amongst electric 
vehicle owners by lines 9, 10?  
 
Ms. Wolf:  If I charge my Tesla, there is no credit card transaction, so I plug it 
in, the charging station reads that it is my car, and Tesla automatically 
charges my credit card that I have on my account. Generic chargers are 
similar. If you are using a Tesla charger you can see the time remaining, I can 
pull up my phone and see if my husband has my Tesla plugged in at home. It 
will also tell me when my charging is complete. Tesla charges you $1 per 
minute pass the 5-minute mark of your charging being complete. So there is 
no incentive for me to stay in that spot.  
 
Rep. Simons: If there is rude people how will the bill benefit then? If it’s on 
private property wouldn’t they have a right to do that already?  
 
Ms. Wolf: We have signs for handicap parking spaces because there needs 
to be some sort of deterrent, this is the same concept.  
 
Rep. Magrum: If we implement a $100 fee and where does that go? 
 
Ms. Wolf: The fee would go into the general fund.  
 
Brian Koop: I have owned a Tesla for 4 ½ years, I have seen this personally. 
I echo everything that Destiny has said. This is the same concept as 
handicapped parking.  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: Closed the hearing.   
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Relating to prohibiting blocking parking spaces for electric vehicles; and to provide a penalty 
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Chairman J. Dockter: Opens for committee work. Rep. Lefor wanted $100 fine, Rep. 
Johnson wants a $50 to make it consistent with handicapped parking.  
 
Rep. Johnson: (Handout #1) The amendment would change $100 to $50. Made a motion 
for that amendment.  
 
Rep. Longmuir: Second the motion.  
 
Voice vote carried.  
 
Rep. Adams:  Made a do pass motion as amended.  
 
Rep. Guggisberg: Second the motion.  
 
Rep. Toman: Where I live parcel delivery services does obstruct parking in front of building 
next to me as well as my driveway. What are unintended consequences with that sort of 
behavior?  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: We assume they are there for a short time, but I understand what 
you are saying.  
 
Rep. Hatlestad: I thought Rep. Lefor had amendments to the bill as well? 
 
Chairman J. Dockter: He was open to having us amendment this to $50.  
 
Rep K. Koppelman: We discussed this during the hearing so I think we should have an 
amendment indicating that parking is illegal and there is a fine involved.  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: On page 1 line 8 insert that? 
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Rep K. Koppelman: I think it should be another item. 
 
Chairman J. Dockter: Asked for a withdraw of the do pass as amended motion. 
 
Rep. Adams:  Withdrew the motion.  
 
Rep. Guggisberg: Withdrew the second.  
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Made a motion for an amendment that would state these parking 
spaces need to be clearly marked with signage that is visible and if there is a sign 
delineation for charging an electric vehicle I would ask to do the same thing. And the fine 
marked on the sign.  
 
Rep. Longmuir: Second the motion.  
 
Voice vote carried.  
 
Vice Chairman Pyle: Looking at HB1135 the fee for handicapped parking is $100. Now we 
are lowering this to $50?  
 
Rep. Adams: Made a do pass as further amended motion.  
 
Rep. Guggisberg: Second the motion.  
 
Rep. Ertelt:  In testimony we heard about safety of the people driving these vehicles if the 
space is obstructed by someone who is hostile toward the use of these vehicles. I asked if 
there was a law that prohibited obstructing charging stations for internal combustion 
engines and I don’t believe there is. If we are not also enacting a law that prohibits 
obstructing or blocking entrance.  
 
Rep. Simons: I’m going to vote no on this, there could be a sign that says this is 
designated for people charging their vehicles. I don’t see this as issue.  
 
Rep. Guggisberg: Block heater plug-ins is not the same as what Tesla uses to charge. 
They had examples of this being an issue for the electric charged cars and it needs to be 
addressed.  
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Is there anything the prevents political subdivisions from enacting 
ordnances to do this?   
 
Chairman J. Dockter: They have that authority.  
 
Rep. Johnson: That begs the question if local political subdivisions, they do. What this bill 
does is be proactive instead of reactive.  
 
Rep. Toman: I know what this does but it doesn’t fix their problem of intimidation. Because 
if someone is going to park there to intimidate them there is a different action so I think they 
would still be encumbered by those folks.  
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Rep. Hatlestad: It does help because now I can call the Police.  
 
Vote yes 8, no 5, absent 1  
 
Rep. Strinden: Will carry the bill.  
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Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Representative M. Johnson 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1405 

Page 1, line 8, after ".1." insert "If a public or private entity designates a parking space for 
charging an electric vehicle, the reserved space must be indicated by a sign approved 
by the director. The sign must indicate use of the reserved space is for charging electric 
vehicles only. 

2." 

Page 1, line 11, replace "2." with "3." 

Page 1, line 11, remove "parking stall or" 

Page 1, line 12, remove "and parking" 

Page 1, line 15, replace "one hundred" with "fifty" 

Renumber accordingly 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO. 1405 

DP :J/1/L4 

Page 1, line 8, after ".L" insert: "If a public or private entity designates a parking space for 
charging an electric vehicle, the reserved space must be indicated by a sign approved 
by the director. The sign must be consistent with the manual of uniform traffic control 
devices authorized under section 39-13-06, and indicate: 

a. Use of the reserved space is for charging electric vehicles only: and 

b. Unauthorized use of the spaces is a nonmoving violation for which a 
fee of fifty dollars must be imposed. 

Page 1, line 11, replace "2." with "�" 

Page 1, line 11, remove "parking stall or" 

Page 1, line 12, remove "and parking" 

Page 1, line 15, replace "one hundred" with "fifty" 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 19.1000.01003 
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If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: Page 1 line 8, insert: If a public or private entity 

designates a parking space for charging an electric vehicle, the reserved space must be indicated by a sign approved 
by the director. The sign much indicate use of the reserved space is for charging electric vehicles only. 
Page 1 line 11, replace 2 with 3. 
Page 1 line 11, remove parking stall or 
Page 1 line 12 remove and parking 
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Com Standing Committee Report 
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Module ID: h_stcomrep_24_028 
Carrier: Strinden 

Insert LC: 19.1000.01003 Title: 02000 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1405: Political Subdivisions Committee (Rep. Dockter, Chairman) recommends 

AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS 
(8 YEAS, 5 NAYS, 1 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). HB 1405 was placed on the 
Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 8, after ".L" insert: "If a public or private entity designates a parking space for 
charging an electric vehicle, the reserved space must be indicated by a sign 
approved by the director. The sign must be consistent with the manual of uniform 
traffic control devices authorized under section 39-13-06, and indicate: 

a. Use of the reserved space is for charging electric vehicles only: and 

.l2,. Unauthorized use of the spaces is a nonmoving violation for which a 
fee of fifty dollars must be imposed . 

.2.,_" 

Page 1, line 11, replace ".2.,_" with "�" 

Page 1, line 11, remove "parking stall or" 

Page 1, line 12, remove "and parking" 

Page 1, line 15, replace "one hundred" with "fifty" 

Renumber accordingly 
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to prohibiting blocking parking spaces for electric vehicles; and to provide a penalty. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Written attachment #1.: Representative Lefor pgs 1-4 
Written attachment #2: Brian Kopp 
Written attachment #3: Destiny Wolf 

 
Chairman Burckhard opened the hearing on HB 1405. All senators are present. 
 
Representative Lefor, District 37 who introduced the bill in support of HB1405. Written 
attachment #1 (:27-5:00). 
 
Chairman Burckhard: When you park there for 45 minutes, do you pay to charge your 
Tetsla? Is there a cost for that? 
 
Ms. Destiny Wolf:  replied yes there is. 
  
Chairman Burckhard: The obvious other question, I didn’t see Minot listed here, Pembina, 
but not Minot. I am not sure why. I am sure that is an oversight. That needs to be rectified 
soon. 
 
Senator Anderson: It is interesting because we had a similar handicap parking bill here 
before. The problem that we had there seems like was that this sign approved by the director 
was a specific sign. So law enforcement wasn’t able to write tickets for infractions and 
Senator Kannianen looked up about 40 different signs that you can buy, that say that this is 
your electric vehicle parking spot. So, is there a universal symbol that is on these that is 
recognized and we could say if it has that universal symbol or? 
 
Representative Lefor: I will defer to Destiny Wolf.  
 
Senator D. Larson: Can you remind me what the bill was that you referred to? Was it a tax 
on the license plate or the license? So just thinking and I am not one that is usually one that 
tries to just of new ways to tax people, but, this seems like if you have to pay to charge your 
car, just like any car then that is driving through the state, they are not contributing to highway 
funds. They pay for that with gas tax. It seems like this would be the place to put an electric 
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charge tax to help pay for the highways for those people that are not paying residents from 
the license plate. It seems like that would be the equitable. 
 
Representative Lefor: I think as this grows, that would certainly be a possibility.  
 
Senator J. Lee: Isn’t there already a bill that has come from the House and we haven’t seen 
yet that talks about a fee for electric vehicles? Because I totally support what you’re saying.  
 
Representative Lefor: We passed it in the House. It was a Senate bill and it was very well 
written and drafted. You can tell that a senator wrote it.  
 
Senator J. Lee: That was why I asked because I agree with what Senator Larson is talking 
about. 
 
Destiny Wolf, I would like to submit some written testimony for another owner who couldn’t 
be here today. His name is Brian Kopp (Written attachment #2). My name is Destiny Wolf 
and I am from Dickinson, ND. I am proud to be here representing my fellow electric vehicle 
owners across the state. We fully support HB 1405 as written with the indicated signage with 
the amendment to it. I wanted to define what an EV charging station is for the committee. It 
is kind of like a new language as I describe to people who are new to an electric vehicle. My 
husband and I purchased a Tesla model 3 fully electric, no gasoline engine. We purchased 
it in July and took delivery of it at the end of September. Just to give you an idea, I actually 
had to drive south out of Minneapolis, through South Dakota along I-90 and then back up 
through Sturgis, South Dakota because we still don’t have any electrical vehicle chargers 
here across the state. As Representative Lefor explained, we will be connecting I-29 
north/south as well as east/west I-94 this summer. My particular car can charge at a rate up 
to 1000 miles an hour. So ideally under perfect conditions, I should actually be able to pull 
into the charging station and charge my car fully to the 310 range in about 15 minutes. Electric 
cars are certainly becoming more abundant across the state, not just in ownership but with 
these connecting quarters we are going to see a lot of people coming from Minnesota going 
west and people west going east. These charging stations typically are built in non-ideal 
parking spots. I know there was a concern when this was coming up in the House side, is 
this going to detract from handicap spots. The answer is no. So typically when businesses 
put these in, they are actually at the far end of the parking lot. So they want to be able to offer 
this service or Tesla wants to come in and put in Tesla branded super chargers but they are 
typically in a very inconspicuous place. So typically that’s not an issue. These stations are 
built about every 100 miles or so. This is where the parking issue comes in. So they are really 
not like gas stations in a sense that we only have a super charger or charging station about 
every 100 miles and those charging stations typically have six to eight stalls for people to use 
because we stay there but typically not for long. What we are finding across certain states, 
all of those pictures that I handed out to you are actually from our neighbors next door in 
Minnesota. (Written attachment #3). Minnesota Tesla owners were kind enough to share 
some of their prime examples of the incidents that we’re talking about. So what we are finding 
is that if these spots are blocked we literally have nowhere else to go. So it is not like a gas 
station where we can drive to the next town or we can drive 2 blocks we are literally stuck 
until these people move. Sometimes it’s done just out of not being aware of what those spots 
are. I know there was a question about signage. Tesla actually does have very specific 
signage. In some of their original charging spots that they did construct, they also made it a 
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general use parking for 30-minute limit, but now as Tesla and electric cars are becoming 
much more prevalent. They are actually saying Tesla parking only. So that signage does 
exist, I know that was a question from Senator Anderson earlier that Rep. Lefor didn’t quite 
have an answer for. So typically these chargers will be used for people like me as I am 
travelling through the state. I would say that 98%-99% of my charging is actually done at 
home in my garage. So during the summer months I can certainly drive to Bismarck, do my 
errands and drive home without charging. Winter months because I like using heat in my car, 
I would typically charge for 10 minutes at a super charger here in Bismarck, and then continue 
on back home. So hopefully that gives you a good idea of how they are used. But, they are 
really designed for people that are doing long distance travel to be able to make those 
connecting stops along their route. Hopefully that explains it to you. North Dakota is last in 
EV chargers, and a couple reasons for that is typically electric vehicle companies have to 
invest that capital and it is no offense to our great state of ND, but we just don’t have the 
population. I believe the DOT last report was that there was a 148 of us registered in the 
state. Nobody is certainly not a Tesla for sort of dragging their feet on getting super-chargers. 
We actually have an underground network, so to speak of being able to charge at people’s 
homes as we travel through the state. That explains why this is coming up the pipeline now. 
So we would be one of about 16 states that already have parking legislation on this. I really 
think that it is important for North Dakota to get ahead of the curve. I want North Dakota to 
be a really good state for electric vehicles to drive through. We are an oil friendly state. I am 
from Dickinson and Dickinson has certainly prospered because of oil. Oil isn’t going 
anywhere. We also own a gas car because our electric vehicle only probably covers about 
60% -80% of our needs day to day. I want ND to stay ND nice and I want us to be ahead of 
the curve and this is the time to do it. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: So, there would be parking facilities for Tesla owners only, not the 
Nissan electric people and whoever else has electric cars? 
 
Ms. Destiny Wolf: So Tesla is the number one electric car sellers for a couple of reasons. 
One, there range. So Tesla has designed a battery cell that gets the most range. So my 
model 3, for instances gets 310 miles per charge, and a Nissan Leaf gets about 200 miles 
per charge. So when you’re looking at distances that we often travel here in the Midwest that 
is a huge difference. So a lot of Nissan leaf and things like that you’re actually going to see 
more urban centers. It would be like places like Chicago or Minneapolis versus Tesla’s 
Midwesterners are probably more often going to choose a Tesla.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: So if a Nissan Leaf guys is out of energy, he can’t pull up to the Tesla 
spot? 
 
Ms. Destiny Wolf: He can’t. Tesla branded chargers only work for Tesla, but there are also 
other chargers that don’t charge quite as fast which my car is actually charging at right now. 
One of the coal companies bought a Tesla and they have a charging port and that’s where I 
am charging my vehicle right now. They actually have a universal plug so I can actually plug 
in an adapter that will still charge my Tesla, but that charger will also work for cars such as 
Nissan Leaf. So, the chargers that Rep. Lefor outlined being connecting I-94 and I-29 are 
going to be Tesla branded chargers, but that $1.3 Million dollars that we are getting from the 
VW’s settlement for their emissions scandal, those would hopefully be used for more 
universal chargers to help those other people out. 
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Chairman Burckhard: Minot was evidently left off this stations to be located at. We are too 
far north or what? 
 
Ms. Destiny Wolf: We’re kind of scratching our heads about that as well because we are big 
baseball fans. We have the Big Sticks and you guys have your team up there. We like coming 
up and watching our boys plays yours and things like that. We were really disappointed that 
Minot was left off of the list. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: I thought it was a typo. But it is no.  
 
Senator Anderson: Maybe this is a question for the electrician instead of the Tesla owner, 
but I have a head bolt heater on my car. I plug into the hotel all the time and so if I had to 
switch on the car that just routed the electricity to the batteries instead of the head bolt heater, 
does that work just as well to charge the car? 
 
Ms. Destiny Wolf: So my car actually does come standard with a 110- volt plug if I just had 
a plug outlet, I could do that. Certainly the bigger the cable or bigger the wire, the faster the 
charge you’re going to get. So those super chargers like I said, that actually puts direct 
current into your car and then in my car actually converts that into energy for the battery. So 
it’s not even being over by alternating current but by direct current. So if I were to plug it into 
a regular wall outlet, I would get about 5 miles an hour versus that 1000 that I talked about. 
At home I typically average about 45 miles an hour. So it is somewhere in the middle.  
 
Senator Anderson: My question before was the universal charger symbol, and that should 
be for all electric cars right?  Ms. Destiny Wolf: Correct. Senator Anderson: There is a 
recognized symbol so when we talk and maybe there is somebody from the Department of 
Transportation will be here, but, it seems to me like if the legislation said a sign containing 
the universal charging symbol, would make it a little easier for law enforcement to enforce 
because now it says an approved sign and we run into the same problem that we had with 
the handicap sign. There are 40 different signs and whether the department has approved 
them all or not, that is where the law enforcement is uncomfortable with that.  
 
Ms. Destiny Wolf: Right now my understanding is that there is not a universal sign across 
all brands so Tesla and generic chargers since they are private companies that do a lot of 
the generic chargers, and charge per use based on their machines and things like that. So 
again that is where North Dakota potentially could be able to get a head of the curve and we 
would certainly be able to provide some examples and assist in any way that we could as 
owners to help create that sign, so it would be clear. I know one other thing that Rep. Lefor 
deferred with Senator Larson, I believe that you had asked about potentially charging road 
use fees on our electric uses that way. I will say that I was actually in support of us paying 
road use fees, in line with the $120 and so I would advocate that we keep something like that 
in place for North Dakota drivers because like I said, I do 98-99% of my charging at home. 
However, as I said super chargers and other branded chargers, universal chargers are again 
designed for long distance travel, so I certainly don’t think that would be a bone of contention 
to potentially tax that, so that we could still collect some road use fees for people travelling 
through our state.  
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Chairman Burckhard asked for opposition to HB 1405. No one came forward. No one came 
before the committee in neutral testimony. 
 
Senator Anderson: I think we should hear from the department if the said they had this 
universal symbol for handicap. If we have a universal symbol, I would think we should look 
at changing the legislation to specify that symbol and make it easier for everybody. We need 
to ask then that question. 
 
Senator Dotzenrod: The $50 fee is that something that is kind of what the states are doing 
this are using or is $50 just a number they thought seemed reasonable? I guess I am kind of 
curious where the $50 came from?  
 
Chairman Burckhard: We are talking about the parking fine for using a spot when you don’t 
have an electric car. 
 
Ms. Destiny Wolf: So, in drafting this bill, we looked at the 16 or so states that have similar 
legislation currently in place. It is as high as $300 in Arizona which we looked at wow that 
was too high. So the $50 really isn’t meant as a fine, it is certainly not meant as a cash 
collection sort of thing. It is meant as more as a deterrent. So I believe the original bill stated 
$100 and the marked up version coming from the House lowered it to $50 and that seemed 
to be what they were kind of happy with. It is not meant to be a monetary punishment, its 
meant to be more active as a deterrent. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: We should get somebody from the Department of Transportation 
here to weigh in on this? The hearing was then closed on HB1405. 
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Chairman Burckhard opened the committee for discussion on HB1405. We heard sometime 
last week. We had testimony from Representative Lefor, he introduced it and Destiny Wolf 
of Dickinson a Tesla owner were the only two that testified on the bill. It says an individual 
may not park or leave standing a vehicle in a space designated for charging and parking of 
vehicle unless an individuals’ vehicle is connected for electric charging purposes. 
 
Senator Anderson: It might be that we had the Tesla owner here testifying however the bill 
is pretty generic. It’s for anybody who’s got a charging station for a car. So, now I guess gas 
stations are typically on private property so we’ll let them worry about whether somebody 
parks by their gas pump or won’t move their car. Now it might be that this would be the same 
electric charging spaces would be on private property and it could be up to them to enforce 
it. I am not sure where they should be located.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: They had a suggestion of a parking fine for $100, is that a local subs 
thing or is that? 
 
Senator Anderson: It went down to $50 in the House, didn’t it? Yes, the House started at 
$100.   
 
Chairman Burckhard: Any thoughts committee? 
 
Senator Diane Larson: For me the problem was that there can be as we heard in testimony 
Tesla has their own charging station that only Tesla cars can attach too. So, I have a problem 
with us passing a state-wide law to protect a private business owner space. Now I can see 
that there could be times when a hotel or a grocery store or somebody Tesla my buy some 
of their property and pay them to have their charging station on it, but then the problem for 
me comes when we have law enforcement then called to give a fine and enforce that parking 
spot for that private company. So, that’s the problem I have with this bill.  
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Senator Dotzenrod: If you owned and operated a hotel in Fargo or Bismarck, and you had 
a handicap parking spaces. That is a privately owned business and you’ve got handicap 
parking near the door. If someone parks in those handicap on private property there is a fine, 
a public fine by a government fine on private property which I don’t see too much difference 
between what we’re asking for here. I also had an observation here. I thought it was 
interesting that the sponsors Senators Lefor, Steiner and Wardner they are all from the 
Dickinson area. I am anticipating that the court of distain, the disgust for electric vehicles is 
probably when you get into the Bakken Oil country and their touchy about these 
environmental wackos out there that want to save the planet by driving electric vehicles. They 
are kind of disgusted with those people.  
 
Senator Anderson: I think there is a difference between the handicap parking not just 
because I am handicap, but because we do have the Americans with Disability Act, ADA, 
and those hotels are required to have those parking spots so that they always save one for 
me. So that is quite a big difference than the electric car issue.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: There is a federal law and state law for ADA.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: I think that I mentioned this earlier, but I was in Portland and was in a 
cab which happened to be a Prius and I asked the driver how he like his coal powered car. 
He kind of looked at me funny. I said where do you think the electricity comes from that runs 
your vehicle. He had never of course thought about it, because people like think that food 
comes from the grocery store, they think power comes from the outlet. It comes from 
someplace. I loved it. 
 
Senator Dotzenrod: One thing we should check out is the sign. You know we found that 
with handicap that there are dozens of signs, and there’s only one that is the right one. Do 
we have that issue, do we need to do a little research and find out if there are any signs 
acceptable? 
 
Senator Anderson: We can ask the DOT about that.  
 
Senator Diane Larson: I move a do not pass on HB1405. 
Senator Anderson: 2nd the motion 
 
Senator Anderson: We discussed earlier that we were going to wait for the DOT, to tell us 
if it was really sign or not.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: Alex called them and they did not have an official sign for this 
technology yet.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: I am not sure why the motion is for a do not pass. I am not sure of the 
argument. But, like I farm for a living and I have farm land and we have state laws that say if 
I have my land posted, and you come on the land where it says no hunting that we have state 
sanctions, state fees, state fines, that are imposed. It’s on private property. We seem like we 
do have state laws that protect the rights that private properties have to have their property 
not impinged upon, not harmed by other people. So I look at this bill and he’s private people 
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and they’ve invested and they have a specific use that is available to the public and they 
should. They are asking the state to help recognize that the property needs to have some 
sort of imposition of fines or that the lane needs to be open to the public that wants to use 
that service. So, I think it is consistent with the laws that we have on the books right now. It 
makes sense to me. Besides I have some respect for Senator Wardner. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: Do you think it should be prudent to only one vehicle, one brand? 
 
Senator Dotzenrod: Well I am not sure of where the technology goes from here if there’s 
going to other vehicles that will be able to use that service if they are going to have adaptors 
or if it will be a universal plugin at some point. Right now they have electric charging stations 
but are available and universal. I think there are some that are. Tesla has some that are 
specific to their cars. But there are others that are universal. So I just look at them as a family 
of services. 
 
Senator Anderson: I think that all of Senator Dotzenrod’s arguments are valid, but those 
same laws protect these spots because if this is private property those same laws would say 
you can’t park here if I don’t want you to. They protect these people as well as the other guy.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: There are laws that set fines on trespassing, on hunting on someone 
else’s property if they are posted. I don’t know of any state law that imposes a fine on 
someone who parks in an obstructed way on a private property. This one sets a $50 fine. I 
don’t know if we have any specific laws right now that would prevent someone from 
obstructing access to these spots. So I am not sure about that. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: Should a local subdivision be setting the fine?  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: I am not sure. I suppose that subdivisions could have ordinances. Some 
of these maybe in a city some may be in a county. I am not sure, but it seemed like this is a 
service available to the public then the public should be able to have some protection for 
being able to get to that service. 
 
Senator Judy Lee: Senator Dotzenrods’ comments colored the issue slightly for me, no 
doubt about that. but I am wondering not only about local options there but the other thing is 
I think I maybe live in an area where there more electric cars than in some places. Nobody 
has ever brought it up. So, is it only happening in Dickinson. Have you heard anything in 
Bismarck about that problem. I am not discounting the fact that they’re maybe people doing 
that, but then if it’s a big deal in Dickinson the easiest and quickest thing to do is go to the 
city commission and say you can’t park in front of a Tesla plug in and they may have big 
trucks and things that are coming with the Bakken. I don’t know you just mix it up for me.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: There is a motion for a do not pass, moved by Senator Diane 
Larson. 
Senator Anderson 2nd the motion 
Roll call vote: 4 Yeas, 1 Nay, I Absent  
Carrier: Senator Diane Larson   
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Good Morning Chairman Dockter and members of the House Political Subdivisions Committee. t/E J Lj o.5 
My name is Mike Lefor and I represent District 37 - Dickinson in the North Dakota House. I 
bring HB 1405 to you on behalf of constituents. 

It is my understanding that beginning in the summer of 2019, that there will be charging stations 
coming to our state. These charging stations operate in a similar manner as a gas station for cars 

needing fuel. The difference is that these charging stations recharge the batteries for electric 
vehicles. 

The number of electric or hybrid vehicles is growing in both the state and on a national level. On 
line eight of the bill it states "An individual may not park or leave standing a vehicle in a stall or 
space designated for charging and parking a vehicle, unless the individual's vehicle is connected 
for electric charging stations. 

Further, beginning on line 11, it states, "An individual may not obstruct, block or otherwise bar 
access to a parking stall or space designated for charging and parking a vehicle." The penalty for 
this violation would be $100.00. This will send a message that this area is for a specific purpose 
only and that is to serve as a charging station for electric vehicles. 

In my testimony, I have included sample state laws in nine other states which currently have 
"Anti-ICEing" (Internal Combustion Engines) laws when obstructing a charging station. The 
committee may feel this law is to soon, however, if we don't put this in code now as other states 

have done, we will probably wind up doing it in the future as these charging stations are going to 
be in all fifty states as these types of cars being sold continues to grow throughout the country. 

Finally, I have an article in which there are truck drivers who are intentionally blocking these 
stations. I have some interested parties in the audience that will follow me that have more 
information on this topic than I do. I ask for your favorable consideration of HB 1405 and I will 
stand for questions. Thank you. 

I 
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States that have enacted laws to prohibit non plug-in cars from parking at electric vehicle 
charging stations. 

Oregon Sec. fil.L.S.§1 Unlawful parking In space reserved for alternative fuel vehicle refueling. 
( 1 )  As used in this section, •alternative fuel vehicle" has the meaning given that term in ORS 469B.1 00, except that "alternative fuel 
vehicle" includes vehicles registered In any jurisdiction. 
(2) A person commits the offense of unlawful parking in a space reserved for alternative fuel vehicle refueling if: 
{a) The person parks a vehicle In any parking space that is on premises open to the public; 
(b) The parking space ls marked or signed as reserved for alternative fuel vehicle refueling; and 
(c) The vehicle in the parking space is not engaged in the refueling process. 
{3) The offense of unlawful parking in a space reserved for alternative fuel vehicle refueling Is a Class D traffic violation. 
Note: 8 1 1 .587 was enacted Into law by the Legislative Assembly but was not added to or made a part of ORS chapter 81 1 or any 
series therein by legislative action. See Preface to Oregon Revised Statutes for further explanation. 
Note: The definition of •alternative fuel vehicle" in 4698. 100 was deleted by amendment by section 28, chapter 701 ,  Oregon Laws 
201 5. The text of 81 1 .587 was not amended by enactment of the Legislative Assembly to reflect the deletion. Editorial adjustment 
of 81 1 .587 for the deletion of the definition has not been made. 

Illinois Sec. � Unauthorized use of parking places reserved for electric vehicles. 
(a) For the purposes of this Section: 
.,Electric vehicle" means a battery-powered electric vehicle operated solely by electricity or a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle that 
operates on electricity and gasoline and has a battery that can be recharged from an external source . 
.. Electric vehicle charging station" means any facility or equipment that Is used to charge a battery or other energy storage device 
of an electric vehicle. 
(b) It shall be prohibited to park a non·electric vehicle in an electric vehicle charging station designated for use by electric vehicles, 
including an electric vehicle charging station on any private or public offstreet parking facility. A person may park only an electric 
vehicle in an electric vehicle charging station space designated for use by electric vehicles. 
(c) Any person or local authority owning or operating any public or private off street parking faci l ity may, after notifying the police 
or sheriffs department remove or cause to be removed to the nearest garage or other place of safety any non·electric vehicle 
parked within an electric vehicle charging station space designated for use by electric vehicles. 
(d) It shall not be a defense to a charge under this Section that the sign or notice posted at the electric vehicle charging station or 
the designated parking space does not comply with applicable rules, regulations, or local ordinances, if a reasonable person 
would be made aware by the sign or notice on or near the parking space that the space is reserved for electric vehicles. 
(e) Any person found guilty of violating the provisions of subsection (b) shall be fined $75 in addition to any costs or charges 
connected with the removal or storage of the non-electrlc vehicle; but municipal ities by ordinance may impose a fine up to $ 1 00 . 
(Source: P.A. 99-1 72, elf. 1 - 1 -1 6.) 

F lorida Statute � Electric vehicle charging stations 
(3Xa) It is unlawful for a person to stop, stand, or park a vehicle that is not capable of using an electrical recharging station within 
any parking space specifically designated for charging an electric vehicle. 
(b) If a law enforcement officer finds a motor vehicle in violation of this subsection, the officer or special ist shall charge the 
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operator or other person In charge of the vehicle in violation with a noncriminal traffic Infraction, punishable as provided in s. 
3 1 6.008(4) or s. 3 1 8.1 8. 

Hawaii Revised Statutes � Parking spaces reserved for electric vehlcles; pena lties. 
§291 -72 Parking spaces reserved for electric vehicles; pena lties. (a} Beginning January 1, 201 3, any person who parks a non-electric 
vehicle in a space designated and marked as reserved for electric vehicles shall receive a warning. 
(b) Beginning July 1, 201 3. any person who parks a non-electric vehicle in a space designated and marked as reserved for electric 
vehicles shall be gulley of a traffic Infraction under chapter 291 0  and shall be fined not less than $50 nor more than $ 1 00, and shall 
pay any costs incurred by the court related to assessing the fine. 
(c} Any citation issued under this section may be mailed to the violator pursuant to section 291 C·1 6S(b). [l 2009, c 1 56, pt of §4; am L 
201 2, C 89, §3] 

Washington State RCW � Electric vehicle charging stations-Signage-Penalty 
(1 ) An electric vehicle charging station must be indicated by vertical sign age identifying the station as an electric vehicle charging 
station and indicating that it Is only for e lectric vehicle charging. The signage must be consistent with the manual on uniform traffic 
control devices, as adopted by the department of transportation under RCW 47.36.030. Additional ly, the electric vehicle charging 
statfon must be indicated by green pavement markings. Supplementary slgnage may be posted to provide additional information 
Including, but not l imited to, the amount of the monetary penalty under subsection (2) of this section for parking In the station while 
not connected to the charging equipment. 
(2) It Is a parking Infraction, with a monetary penalty of one hundred twenty-four dollars, for any person to park a vehicle In an 
electric vehicle charging station provided on public or private property if the vehicle is not connected to the charging equipment. The 
parking infraction must be processed as  prescribed under RCW 3.50. 1 00, 35.20.220, 46.1 6A.1 20, and 46.20.270(3). 
(3) For purposes of this section, "electric vehicle charging station'" means a public or private parking space that is served by charging 
equipment that has as its primary purpose the transfer of e lectric energy to a battery or other energy storage device in an electric 
vehicle. 
[201 3 c 60 §  1 .J 

Arizona Revised Statute � Parking spaces for electric vehicles; civil penalty 
A. A person shal l not stop, stand or park a motor vehicle within any parking space specially designated for parking and fueling motor 
vehicles fueled exclusively by electricity unless the motor vehicle is powered by electricity and has been Issued an alternative fuel 
vehicle special plate or sticker pursuant to section 28-2416 .  
8. If a l aw enforcement officer finds a motor vehicle in violation of this section, the law enforcement officer shall issue a complaint to  
the operator or other person in charge of the motor vthicle or, if an operator or other person is not  present, to  the registered owner 
of the motor vehicle for a civil traffic violation. 
C. A person who is found responsible for a violation of this section ls subject to a civil penalty of at least three hundred fifty dollars. 
Notwithstanding section 28-1 554, the civi l penalt ies collected pursuant to this subsection shall be deposited in the state general fund. 

California Vehicle Code Section llfil and lliJ..Ll. 
22511  (a) A local authority, by ordinance or resolutlon, and a person in lawful possession of an offstreet parking faclllty may designate 
stalls or spaces in an  offstreet parking facillty owned or operated by that local authority or person for the exclusive purpose of 
charging and parking a vehicle that is connected for electric charging purposes. 
(b) If posted in accordance with subdivision (d) or (e), the owner or person In lawful possession of a privately owned or operated 
offstreet parking facil ity, after notifying the police or sheriffs department, may cause the removal of a vehicle from a sta ll or space 
designated pursuant to subdivision (a) In the facility to the nearest public garage if the vehicle is not connected for electrlc charging 
purposes. 
(c} If posted in accordance with subdivision (d), the local authority owning or operating an  offstreet parking facllfty, after notifying the 
police or sheriffs department, may cause the removal of a vehicle from a stall or space designated pursuant to subdivision (a) In the 
facilfty to the nearest garage, as defined in Section 340, that Is owned, leased, or approved for use by a public agency If the vehicle Is 
not connected for electric charging purposes. 
(d) The posting required for an  off street parking facil ity owned or operated either privately or by a local authority shall consist of a 
sign not less than 1 7  by 22 Inches in size with lettering not less than one inch In height that clearly and conspicuously states the 
following: "Unauthorized vehicles not connected for electric charging purposes will be towed away at owner's expense. Towed 
vehicles may be reclalmed at __ _ 
or by telephoning (Address) ___ .• 
(Telephone number of local law enforcement agency) 
The sign shall be posted In either of the following locations: 
(1 ) Immediately adjacent to, and visible from, the stall or space. 
(2) I n  a conspicuous place at each entrance to the offstreet parking facility. 
(e) If the parking facility Is privately owned and publ ic parking Is prohibited by the posting of a sign meeting the requirements of 
paragraph ( 1 )  of subdivision (a) of Section 22658, the requirements of subdivision (b) may be met by the posting of a sign immediately 
adjacent to, and visible from, each stall or space indicating that a vehicle not meeting the requirements of subdivision (a) will be 
removed at the owner's expense and containing the telephone number of the local traffic law enforcement agency. 
(f) This section does not Interfere with existing law governing the abi lity of local authorities to adopt ordinances related to parking 
programs within their jurisdiction, such as  programs that provide free parking In metered areas or municipal garages for electric 
vehicles. 
22511.1 {a) A person shall not park or leave standing a vehicle in a stall or space designated pursuant to Section 2251 1 unless the 
vehicle Is connected for electric charging purposes. 
(b) A person shal l not obstruct. block, or otherwise bar access to parking stalls or spaces described in subdivision (a) except as 
provided In subdivision (a). 

Massachusetts 
General Laws Section 22A of chapter 40. 
A city or town acting pursuant to this section with respect to ways within Its control, or pursuant to the authority granted by chapter 
40A with respect to zoning, may regulate the parking of vehicles by restricting certain areas or requiring that cenaln areas be 
restricted for the parking of a zero emission vehicle. An ordinance. by-law, order, rule or regulation pursuant to this paragraph may 
contain a penalty of not more than $50 and, In  a city or town that has accepted section 22D, may provide for the removal of a vehicle 
pursuant to said section 220. For the purposes of this section, "zero emission vehicle"', shall mean a battery electric vehicle, a plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicle or  a fuel cell vehicle. 

Rhode Island 
General Law Ul.:21:.1.8- E/ectrtc vehicle charging station parking restrictions. 
(a) For the purposes of this section, "electric vehicle charging station'" means a public or private parking space that is served by 
charging equipment that has as its primary purpose the transfer of electric energy to a battery or other energy storage device in an 
e lectric vehicle. 
(b) No person shall stop, stand, or park a vehicle In any electric vehicle charging station provided on any public or private parking 
space I f  the vehicle i s  not connected to the charging equipment and where the electric vehicle charging station is indicated by signage 
identifying the station as an electric vehicle charging station and indicating that it is only for electric vehicle charging and subject to a 
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Title. 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for - I\ - (q 
Representative M. Johnson ;J--February 1, 2019 

PROPOSED AMEN DMENTS TO HOUSE BILL NO.  1405 

Page 1, l ine 8, after "i" insert " If a public or private entity designates a parking space for 
charging an electric vehicle, the reserved space must be indicated by a sign approved 
by the director. The sign must indicate use of the reserved space is for charging electric 
vehicles only. 

2.:," 

Page 1, line 11, replace "2.:," with "-1." 

Page 1, line 11, remove "parking stal l  or" 

Page 1, line 12, remove "and parking" 

Page 1, line 15, replace "one hundred" with "fifty" 

Renumber accordingly 
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Good Morning Chairman Burckard and members of the Senate Political Subdivisions 
Committee. My name is Mike Lefor and I represent District 37 - Dickinson in the North Dakota 
House. I bring HB 1405 to you on behalf of constituents. 

It is my understanding that beginning in the summer of 2019, that there will be charging stations 
coming to our state. These charging stations operate in a similar manner as a gas station for cars 

needing fuel. The difference is that these charging stations recharge the batteries for electric 
vehicles. These stations will be located in Bismarck, Fargo, Dickinson, Jamestown and ,mnd Farl.S 
Pembina. In addition, more stations will be built in the state due to a settlement to the 
Enviormental Mitigation Fund with $1.3 million earmarked for this purpose. 

The number of electric or hybrid vehicles is growing in both the state and on a national level. 
Beginning on line 8, it states "If a public or private entity designates a parking space for charging 
an electric vehicle, the reserved space must be indicated by a sign approved by the director." The 
sign must indicate the use of the reserved space is for charging electric vehicles only and if 
someone uses that space for other purposes they would be subject to a $50 .00 fine. 

Subsections 2 and 3 refer to the fact it is not permissible to park in these reserved spaces unless 
they are connected for electric parking purposes. In addition, it states an individual may not 
obstruct, block or otherwise bar access to a space designated for charging a vehicle. This will 
send a message that this area is for a specific purpose only and that is to serve as a charging 
station for electric vehicles. 

In my testimony, I have included sample state laws in nine other states which currently have 
"Anti-ICEing" (Internal Combustion Engines) laws when obstructing a charging station. The 
committee may feel this law is to soon, however, if we don't put this in code now as other states 

have done, we will probably wind up doing it in the future as these charging stations are going to 
be in all fifty states as these types of cars being sold continues to grow throughout the country. 

This bill is an opportunity to get ahead of the curve and be in place close to when these stations 
are billing built. Finally, I have an article in which there are truck drivers who are intentionally 
blocking these stations. I have some interested parties in the audience that will follow me that 
have more information on this topic than I do. I ask for your favorable consideration of HB 1405 
and I will stand for questions. Thank you. 
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States that have enacted laws to prohibit non plug.in cars from parking at electric vehicle 
charging stations. 

Oregon Sec. fil.1.ill Unlawful parking In space reserved for alternative fuel vehicle refueling. 
(1) As used In this section. •aitematlve fuel vehid.- has the meaning given that term In ORS 469B.1 00, except that "alternative fuel 
vehicle" Includes vehicles registered In any jurisdiction. 
(2) A person commits the offense of unlawful parking in a space reserved for alternative fuel vehicle refueling if; 
(a) The person parks a vehicle in any parking space that is on premises open to the public; 
(b) The parking .space ls marked or signed as reserved for alternative fuel vehicle refueling; and 
(c) The vehicle in the parking space ls not engaged in the refuellng process. 
(3) The offense of unlawful parking in a space reserved for alternative fuel vehide refueling ls a Class D traffic violation. 
Note: 81 1 .587 was enacted Into Jaw by the Legislative Assembly but was not added to or made a part of ORS chapter 81 1 or any 
series therein by legislative action. See Preface to Oregon Revised Statutes for further explanation. 
Note; The definition of •alternative fuel vehlcl.- in 469B. 1 00 was deleted by amendment by section 28, chapter 701, Oregon Laws 
201 S. The text of 81 1 .587 was not amended by enactment of the Legislative Assembly to reflect the deletion. Editorial adjustment 
of 81 1 .S87 for the deletion of the definition has not been made. 

IUJnols Sec. l.1:JllQB: Unauthorized use of parking places reserved for e/ectl'ic vehldes. 
(a) For the purposes of this Section: 
•electric vehicle" means a battery-powered electric vehicle operated solely by electricity or a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle that 
operates on electrlclly and gasoline and has a battery.that can be recharged from an external source. 
"Electric vehicle charging sta�on• means any facility or equipment that Is used to charge a battery or other energy storage device 
of an electric vehicle. 
{b) It shall be prohibited to park a non-electric vehicle in an electric vehicle charging station designated for use by electric vehicles, 
indoding an electrlcvMlicle charging station on any private or public off street parking facility. A person may park only an electric 
vehicle in an electric vehicle charging station space designated for use by electric vehicles. 
(c) Any person or local authority owning or operating any public or private off street parking facility may, after notifying the police 
or sheriffs department, remove or cause to be removed to the nearest garage or other place of safety any non.electric vehicle 
parked within an  electric vehicle charging station space designated for use by electric vehides. 
(dl It shall not be • defense to a charge under this Section that the sign or notice posted at the electric vehide charging station or 
the designated parking space does not comp\y with applicable rules, regulations, or local ordinances, if a reasonable person 
would be made aware by the sign or notice on or near the parking space that the space is reserved for electric vehicles. 
(e) Any person found guilty of violating the provisions of subsection (bl shall be fined $75 In addition to any costs or charges 
connected with the removal or storage of the non-electric vehicle; but municipalities by ordinance may Impose a fine up to $ 1 00. 
(Source: PA 99-172, eff. 1 ·1 -1 6.) 

Florida Statute � Electric vehicle charging stations 
(3)(•) lt is unlawful for a person to stop, stand, or park a vehicle that is not capable of using an electrical recharging station within 
any parklng space specifically designated for charging an electric vehicle. 
(b) If a law enforcement officer finds a motor vehicle in violation of this subsection, the officer or specialist shalt charge the 
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A n umber of Tesla owners in the Un ited States have found  themselves 

fal l i ng  victim to a worry ing new trend known as ' Ic ing ' .  
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I t  remains to be seen why some ICE veh icle owners appear to hate Teslas 

so much but it cou ld have someth ing to do with the perceptio n  that they ' re 

owned exclus ively by the rich and are a th reat to trad it iona l  ICE  veh icles . 

Whatever the case may be, inconvenienc ing people with you r  petty p rotests 

is stupid . It 's a good th ing lawmakers are look ing to ensure th is trend 

doesn ' t  spread fu rther. 
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I am  i n  s uppo rt of H B  1405 with the i nc l uded amendments/ma rkup .  Th is  b i l l  a l lows No rth  Dakota to be 

a head of the  cu rve i n  p rovid i ng safe and  effect ive means of t ransportat ion i n  and  t h rough the state for 

E lectr ic Veh ic les  ( EVs ) .  Cu rrently without any Leve l 3 (the  fastest type)  chargers it i s  very d ifficu lt to 

t rave l d ista n ces in a nd  across ND in an EV. Hav i ng a spot for cha rg ing b locked is not on ly a n  

i nconven i ent b u t  c a n  a l so resu lt i n  an  econom ic  loss for t h e  state .  Th i s  wou l d  come from peop le  

avoi d i ng  us ing ND i n  EVs for travel or  a red uct ion i n  i ncome  or  job opportu n it ies .  P resent ly, th i s  i s  ra re, 

becau se few peop le  t rave l  th i s  way, but soon th i s  wi l l  be the norm . By be ing on the forefront of th i s  

major change i n  t ra nsportat ion wi l l  p rovide for a happ i e r  and  safer ND .  

T he  safety facto r  comes  from peop le  who not on ly reject change, b u t  act ively work aga i n st it .  There 

a re cases from No rth  Caro l i n a  where peop le attempt ing  to cha rge the i r  veh ic les  were unab le  to as the 

chargers were b locked by gaso l i ne  veh ic les .  Ignorance of the spot be ing  for a n  EV to cha rge wou l d  be 

one  t h i ng, t hat cou l d  be  resolved through simp ly educati ng peop le, but the p rob lemat ic  issue i s  the 

cases where the  cha rg ing spots a re b locked i ntenti ona l ly .  Peop le  attempti ng to cha rge h ave a l so been 

h a rassed and fe lt th reatened i n  some cases. Due to many of the chargi ng locat ions  be ing on p rivate 

property, both now and  in the futu re, the present i s  the best t ime to p revent futu re issues with a 

s imp le  l aw as  H B  1405 p resents . No  one l i kes confrontat ion that may esca late, but hav ing no way to 

avo id  it i n  a s imp l e  task  l i ke fue l i ng  u p  i s  even worse . H B  1405 provides a safe and  l ega l means for 

peop le  to go a bout t he i r  t rave ls i n  N D  i n  an  EV without fea r  o r  app rehens ion a rou nd fue l i ng, the same 

way a pe rson d riv i ng  a gaso l i ne  or  d i esel veh ic le  does .  

The $50 fi n e  i s  a fi n e  com prom ise between overly pena l i z i ng  someone  who acc ident ly  pa rks i n  a 

chargi ng  spot, even though it wou ld  be c lea r ly marked to qua l ify as an  offense with th i s  law, and  

someone who i ntent iona l ly b locks a chargi ng spot. 

By a pp ly i ng  the  law i n  a very specific manner, to on ly cha rgi ng spots, no one i s  s ing led out, i nc l ud i ng  EV 

owners .  I f  an EV is pa rked in a chargi ng spot, but not cha rg ing they a re a l so ab l e  to be he ld  

accou ntab l e  by th i s  l aw.  Hav ing persona l ly d riven app roxi mately 100,000 m i les i n  EVs i n  ND  most of 

th i s  test imony  comes from persona l  experience .  I respectfu l ly ask that H B1405 receives a do pass .  

Tha n k  you ,  

Bri a n  Kopp  

Contact I nfo : 

Bri a n  Kopp 

D ick inson ,  N D  

Phone/Text : 701-260-3487 

Ema i l :  B ri a n .A . Kopp@gma i l . com 
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